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4 Days Hong Kong Disneyland plus Disney Hollywood Hotel 1 Night + Semi Tour 
 
Day 1: KUL – HKG (No Meals) 
Upon arrival you will be guided and leaded to the hotel in Hong Kong City and after checking into your room you will 
have a priviledge to enjoy the finest day of the moment which will excite you on this package of your dream comes 
true. 
 
Day 2: HONG KONG (No Meals) 
Straightway after your morning meal, we will take you to a full day tour in Hong Kong enjoying the culture of the city 
lifestyle domestically. Another promising moment which you will have a privilege of a half day tour in the city of 
Hong Kong, which brings you to The Repulse Bay, In 1841, the bay was used as a base by pirates and caused serious 
concern to foreign merchant ships trading with China. The pirates were subsequently repulsed by the British Fleet; 
hence the name. Another theory holds that the bay was named after HMS Repulse which was stationed at the bay at 
one point. In the 1910s, Repulse Bay was developed into a beach, and the Repulse Bay Hotel was built in 1920. To 
attract swimmers, a bus route from Central to Repulse Bay was created, and now stands as one of Hong Kong's 
oldest bus routes. During the Battle of Hong Kong in World War II, Repulse Bay was an important strategic location. 
Continuing to Aberdeen (pronounced /æbərˈdiːn) is an area on the south shore of Hong Kong Island in Hong Kong. It 
is part of the Southern District. Aberdeen Harbor’s a harbor between Aberdeen and Ap Lei Chau. Aberdeen 
traditionally includes the town of Aberdeen, Wong Chuk Hang and Ap Lei Chau, but it is sometimes used to refer to 
the town only. And traveling along will be the Mid Level of Victoria Peak & Bauhinia Sq with great scenery and 
ambience of Hong Kong’s culture. With soon after the visitations you will be leaded to the most famous of its Jeweler 
Shops & Chinese Herb Shops where many traditional products are available all around you of its best jewel designing 
and nutrition’s, plus group photo caption. The tour will be dismissing at Tsimshatsui for your free & easy.  
 
Day 3: Disneyland Hong Kong (No Meals) 
Getting ready for the most exciting day of your lifetime ‘Welcome to the Wonderful World of Disneyland’, enjoying 
the moment of your lifetime through all the cartoon characters ever since the The Disneyland was known 
throughout the entire world. You will enjoy the whole entire fairy tale story in the Disney world and you will be 
fascinated over with all the events which happening inside the dream city. After the stressful day you will check into 
the Disneyland Hollywood Hotel for the most experience of your dream come true.  
 
Day 4: HONG KONG – KUL (No Meals) 
Remembering the sweet memories over the 4 days semi tour with free and easy, you will be guided back to the 
airport for your journey back home bringing loads of wonderful moments of Disney.  You will have a little time to 
ponder back the adventure of Hong Kong Comes to You. . .  


